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JAMES HENRY DOLAN, 101 North Edgefield, Dallas,
Texas, interviewed Dallas, Texas Police Department, furnished
the following inform.ati , 9n :
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connections and he has no knowledge of any travel by RUBY .

DOLAN has known JAMS RUBY since 1957 . From 1957
to 1960, DOLAN was union representative, American Guild of
"ariety Artists, 510 Interurban Building, Dallas, and during
r_s time he saw a lot of JACK RUBY . He has visited RUBY at
.is club on several occasions . DOLAN was shocked when he heard
uhat RUBY had shot LEE HARV~i OSWALD as he did not believe
` - L. t o be the type of individual who would so such a thing .
He recalled that RUBY was "an intense fellow", and "hot
tempered", however, he considered him to be a nice guy,
cordial and a free spender who frequent}y gave money to
friends and acquaintances . Based on his knowledge of RUBY,
DOLAN does not believe RUBY to be the type who would plan to
murder someone . He has always known RUBY to be law abiding
and RUBY was always strict in observing union regulations in
connection with contacts with entertainers . RUBY was very
high tempered and on occasion, would "flare up" and punch
someone but he would get over these flare ups quickly .
DOLAN knew RUBY to be very friendly toward all
police officers and it was his iMpression that RUBY was trying to abide by the law in the operation of his club . DOLAN
does not know of any particular police officer with which
RUBY was particularly friendly .

DOLAN recalled that sometime ago, RUBY had - same
difficulty with an entertainer at the Carousel Club and she
.
made a complaint to DOLAN as union representative for AGVAwas
time he
DOLAN said such complaints were common during thidetails
union representative and he does not recall any
concerning this particular incident,

DOLAN said he considered RUBY to be a rather unstable
individual as evidenced by his apparent desire for attention
the type
and publicity . It is his opinion that RUBY is notcrime
and
of individual who would plan to commit a violent
that the shooting of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was a "flash action"
on the part of RUBY .

DOLAN said he could furnish no additional information
concerning JACK RUBY . RUBY, to his knowledge, was not
acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD and there was no connection
between these individuals .
DOLiN had never seen or heard of = HARVEY OSWALD
prior to the assassination of President KENNEDY .

DOLAN had not been in RITBY's club in over a year
and he last saw RUBY about three months ago at the Town and
Country Restaurant in downtown Dallas .
During the time DOLAN was in' contact with RUBY, RUBY
never discussed politics and did not indicate any interest in
politics . RUBY liked to impress people,he was an "attention
getter" . He was interested in prize fights and during the
short time that DOLAN promoted fights in Dallas, RUBY always
wynted to be on the front row of these fights . RUBY seemed
to be a fanatic on physical fitVas and muscle building and
DOLAN considered this to be unusual for a man of RUBY's age .
To DCFAN's knowledge, RUBY did not have many outside
Dallas
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